CONTINUING WITH SAINT ALBANS GIA INFORMATION FROM INTERCEPTS
INCLUDES SOME LOW LEVEL STUFF GIA VERY LITTLE FROM ITALIAN
NATS GIA WHICH THEY REALLY ARE NOT INTO GIA AND MAIN SOURCE IS
TRAFFIC OF TYPES WHICH PARK HAS CHRISSIED ISGS AND ISK GIA
WHICH TAYLOR WILL DESCRIBE IN LATER REPORT AND MAKES TO CLARKE
FROM JOSEPH PARK WHILE CO. ES FROM AB AIR AND SIGHTINGS DIENT
gia responsible by the Intelligence Organization of Saint Muot
SING WITH MOST AND MAI PARTY PD BY 3 OF TRAFFIC GIA PRINCIPALLY
FROM EDEMA -EIMELA AND MAI FACT GIA SUCH AS REPORTS OF ALLIED
AND CENTRAL SHIPPING GIA HAS VALUE APART FROM IDENTIFICATION
OF AGENTS BUT MOST OF TRAFFIC IS STRICTLY ADMINISTRATIVE GIA
ALL IMPORANT STUFF BEING HANDLED BY LAND LITT AND FOGH PD
THIS TRAFFIC GIA LIKE LOW LEVEL GERMAN AIR GIA IS THAT OF THAT
AN enormous amount of information can be built up from this area
Which nobody would ordinarily have a chance of Us by G of what TO uey
PL BLIGHT AND THAT ONCE THIS HAS BEEN ON TO CONTINUE
EACH U.S.COLL BRANDED AND IDENTIFIED THAT FROM SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC
SUCH AS THAT DEALING WITH LE VES A U.S. AND U.S. MATERIALS OR
MILITARY SUPPLY ITEMS AND ALL THE COUNTRY THE GIA PRACTICALLY
AS IN APR 45
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TOO THEY VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION PD I WUNDER WHETHER OUR
OWN PEOPLE HAVE LEARNED THIS LESSON PD BECAUSE OF NATURE OF
TRAFFIC G'A AS ABOVE BUT RIBED G'A ITS MAIN LIES ALMOST ENTIRELY
IN IDENTIFICATIONS OF PERSONS AND THEIR CRIMINE PD HOW THE
LARGEST PART OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY CONSISTS OF BUILDING UP
IN NINETY G'A DOING TERRORISTICAL RESEARCH G'A IDENTIFYING OWNERS
OF COVER HOUSES AND PUTTING TOGETHER CHAIN OF G'N AND IN THE
VALUOUS COMMENT FOR THE REASONS HAND HEAVY OF INFORMANTS IN CENTRAL COUNTRIES AND REPORT IN G'A AND NO ALIENS
PEOPLE BELIEVE THEY HAVE IDENTIFIED most OF PERSONS IN GERMAN
NETS AND ALL IMPORTANT PERSONS PD CAN'AR DIVIDE ENTIRE TIRE TO
KEEP G MAPS AND RECORDS SHOWING THEIR ALL GERMAN AGENTS ARE
EVERY DAY ON IP AND ONE WOMAN DOES 5 L. JOB FOR ITALIAN G'A THROUGH
HER CONTACTS AND MAINLY OT FROM INTERESTS PD OR ASSISTALLY THEY
GET SOME STRIKING RESULTS ON AS IN G'S LAST YEAR. HERE THEN
LEARNED THAT IMPORT AT G'NT 'AS GOING TO BE MURDER IN SYRIA AT
PARTICULAR PLACE BY THE ARMY PD NAMEN THEIR PATROLS OVER. IDE.
ARE G'A SO AS NOT TO GIVE AWAY G'A AT LOCALITY OF OPERATING G'MA
AND TROLL INLET TO GINE FLAK AND J 'THAT G'MA OS ALSO G' TO PROVED
OUT OR MOST VALUABLE SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER AGENTS PD

AS Klr.
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THE TAKING OF AN EXACT COPY OF THIS MESSAGE IS FORBIDDEN
TEL VALUE OF GLENNING INFORMATION OUT OF BMI AGENT'S SICLIC
HIGHLY DEVELOPED AND MUCH RELIED ON PD WITHIN SHANT ALBANS.
AND FIVE GEOGRAPHICAL INTELLIGENCE SL Q'TY OF WHICH LIBERIAN
SICLIC AND PD MILITARY. SHUT TO BE IMPORTANT AND SOME IMPO-
PORTANT PD ITALIA. INCLUDES NAPOLI MARCONI AND NAP PA ISK INCLUDES
ITALIAN PD, ITALY CIA AND NORTH DE PR AGEND AIC. MARSH ALL
OR PD CRAN IO THROUGH ITALIAN COLONIES ON SOUTH PD SLICY HALL OF
TUNISIA CIA SICILY HAS BEEN Pmary INTO THIS SHANT CIA APPEARED
EXCEPT TUNISIAN AGENTS HAVE NOT TYPICALLY "PD" PD THEIR TEND TO BE
COULTRA ESPIONAGE ORGANIZATION IN Cahir. HIGH PLANTED Some OR
LESS INDEPENDENT SHANT CIA POSSIBLY ABOUT FOREIGN TUNISIAN CAGE
AND ALQAIN ANY HEADQUARTERS CIA BUT JUST THAT THEY PUT UP NAL
BE IS NOT CLEAR. PD ANOTHER TUNISIAN OUTSIDE SCANDALATA LOU LOW
COUNTRY AND FRANCE AND WHILE PHYSICAL CAGE. THIS OF CAGE DID
H1 P EDMITTING NtL. OF CAGE'S EMPLOYED AND CAGE IMPRES.
IO AS BILL TO THAT I VII OF TACIT FORGET THIS CIA AND
SICILIA IS CAGE IN E. TACIT FORGIVE PD PD ITALIAN IN TACIT OF
EXECUTIVE CALL FOR CAGE. CAGE IS NOT A 'RECENTLY UNFILLED
JOBS BEING SET UP SO THAT IT IS TACIT DIGNIFIED IS AS TO NE
OPERATION IS IT HAVE ADD "JOBS", ADDED TO THAT OPERATION
AS IT
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AND GAF FILL THEM RIGHT AWAY PD RE KINING SECTIONS G'A
APARENTLY ME LESS IMPORTANT G'A ARE AFRICA G'A GOV RING RE-
LATION OF THAT CONTINENT G'A AND QUOT; G'A ARE MOST ACTIVE
IN EAS 

AND IN EAST AND INDIA PD LAST SECTION APARENTLY NOT VERY ACTIVE
SOUTH AMERICAN SITUATION BROUGHT UNDER CONTROL PD
GO SILL SAYS THEY HAVE TO REPRESENTATIVE IN FAST G'A
AND MORE IN ALLIED COUNTRIES G'A BUT THEY DO HAVE OUT IN INDIA
FOR SOME SPECIAL REASONS G'A ALTHOUGH BRITISH TROOPS IS NOT
WITHIN FIELD ON THEIR ACTIVITIES PD BUT \HAPP
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